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2 Basics 

2.1 Components 

The Geoviewer has as central components the display area of the map and the layer tree, in 
which technical topics are integrated as individual layers. Using the layer tree, you can select 
the map representation as well as perform a search for objects in the layer. In addition, a 
number of functions can be controlled via a toolbar. 

 

 

Figure 1: start view 

 

2.1.1 Interfaces 

The Geoviewer has interfaces to integrate external data. This allows you to save drawing 
objects locally in the geojson format and share them with other users. You can also load vector 
data in the formats GML and KML and add external WMS-Layers (Web-Map-Service according 
to OGC standard). 

 

 

2.1.2 Base functions 

The Geoviewer has some basic navigation features:  

o Pan und Zoom 

o Setting a scale 

o Jump to coordinates 
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o Townsearch 

o Activate / Deactivate one or more layer 

o Change the layer order (render order) 

 

In addition, functions are available, which allow, for example, the search of object information 
to layers and the search for the object information on the layers, as well as a series of drawing 
functions. 
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3 Features 

3.1 Display layout 

 

The layout of the application is divided into different areas with specific functionalities. 

The head area forms the frame of the application. The navigation area with the layer tree, the 
overview map, the toolbar, the legend and the factual data display, including the status bar, 
are located around the pure map view. 

To enlarge the map view, the geoviewer has certain areas (so-called panels). These can be 
opened and closed by clicking on the double arrow symbol. A panel can be resized in its 
expanded state. The navigation area is located in the left panel, the legend in the right panel, 
and the property data display in the bottom, horizontal panel. 

 

 

Figure 2: display layout 

 

3.2 Header 
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3.3 Layertree  

In the start view, the layer "OpenStreetMap" is activated and visible in the layer tree (sub-
topic). 

 

 

Figure 3: layer tree 
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3.3.1 Layerview  

By clicking the left mouse button, you can open the layer tree of each topic group, node by 
node, and activate individual layers or layer groups. 

The following is an example of a layer view, which gives an overview of the most important 
symbols used. 

 

 

Figure 4: configuration for Layertree 
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3.3.1.1 Layer-Symbols 

The symbols and font colors of the layers reflect the following information: 

 

Layer group containing several layers (collapsed): 

By selecting the box with the "+" symbol a layer group is opened. 

 

 

Layer group containing several layers (hinged): 

By selecting the box with the "-" symbol, the layer group is closed. 

 

 

Layer/Layer group de-/activation: 

A layer is activated and the objects are displayed in the map. 

Checkboxes enable the activation of several or all layers in a layer group. 

 

 

Radiobuttons only allow one activated layer per layer group.  

  

 

Layer is searchable: 

The magnifying glass indicates that attributes can be searched for in a layer. The search 
function is called up by clicking on the magnifying glass with the left mouse button or by right-
clicking the layer name and then selecting "Search". The second variant, however, only works 
with active layers. 
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Layer is scale-dependent: 

The layer can’t be displayed in the actual scale (greyed out and custom icon). Change the 
scale to activate and display the layer. 

 

 

Layer moving: 

A layer can be repositioned by clicking and holding the left mouse button and then moving it 
in the layer tree. This changes the render order of the layers in the map. 

 

 

This applies only to layers with checkboxes (see figure). For layers with radio buttons the 
movement is not possible, because otherwise an illogical mixing state from radio and 
checkbox layers could be generated in the folder. 

3.3.1.2 Layer- context menu 

By clicking with the right mouse button on an activated layer, a context menu appears, which 
provides functionalities: 

o Transparency of the layer 

The transparency can be set to 0% (invisible) to 100% (completely covering) by 
clicking on (left mouse button) the transparency symbol. 

o Change style 

A style describes the color and textual design of a layer. A layer may have 
different styles, e.g. Style 1: with inscription; Style 2: without label, style 3: line 
color Black. 

The style displayed in the map window can be changed by selecting a different 
style. 

o Search 

 

Figure 5: layer context menu 
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3.3.2 Searchbar 

In an activated layer containing a magnifying symbol, you can search for values in attributes. 
In the following example, the search for objects can take place via four attributes, with only the 
first attribute being obligatory. 

 

 

Figure 6: searchbar 

 

The input can be confirmed with the "Search" button or with the Enter key. 

The result of the search is displayed automatically in the technical data window (see chapter 
4.7 Technical data view) in tabular form with all associated attributes. 

The map section initially contains all search results (minimum bounding box) and marks the 
objects found in red. 

If you search again, the old result is deleted and the new one is displayed. 

The button "Reset fields" deletes the entry, the marking from the map window as well as the 
technical data view. 

 

Figure 7: result of search in property window 
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The search takes into account the input of the wildcard-character *. In the example in Figure 
13, all route sections starting with 1 are searched. It is also possible to set an asterisk (*25*) 
at the beginning and at the end of the input to output all records containing this text. 

As soon as the triggered search produces a result of more than 300 data records, an indicator 
with a tooltip appears in the search window. 

 

 

Figure 8: note in search window  

 

 

The following rules apply especially to the search for a from-to-kilometer: 

- From-KM = values greater than or equal to the input value are taken into account 

- To-KM = values less than or equal to the input value are taken into account 

3.4 General map 

An overview map can be inserted into the navigation area and facilitates the orientation to 
move the map. The current map section is displayed as a dashed box in the overview map. 

Holding the mouse position within this box will move the map section in the map window. 
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Figure 9: faded overview map 
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3.5 Map view 

In the map window, the objects of the activated layers are displayed in the order defined by 
the layer tree. In addition to the layers, a scale bar with compass is offered for navigation and 
the copyrights of the displayed layers are displayed. 

 

 

Figure 10: map view 

3.5.1 Scaling and compass 

 

In the upper left corner of the map window is a scale bar, which can be 
used to change the zoom level, and a compass icon that zooms all over 
Germany. By clicking on the arrow symbols, which are arranged around 
the world globe, the map can be moved in the respective direction by a 
predefined length. 

 

The zoom levels are defined and allow access to cached background 
maps. Thus, a fast map assembly is possible. 

 

3.5.2 Mousefuncionality 

With the left mouse button (depending on the selected tool), various functionalities such as, 
e.g. zoom in, zoom out, or even query object information. 

The scroll wheel of the mouse is used to zoom in and out. 
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3.5.3 Copyright 

The copyright symbol for the activated layers appears in the lower right corner of the map 
window as well as in the map printout. 

 

 

3.6 Legend  

The right panel displays the legend for each active layer. 

 

 

Figure 11: legend 
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3.7 Technical data view 

The information stored in a layer (technical data) are displayed in the bottom, horizontal panel.  

 

Figure 12: property window 

 

The technical data is displayed in tabular form with all the associated attributes. 

A link between factual information and the associated object in the map can be achieved by 
two variants:  

o If the mouse is moved to a record in the table, the corresponding object is highlighted 
in the map (if it is in the current map window). 

o By double-clicking with the left mouse button on a record in the table, the specific object 
is centered in the map window. 

Separated from the result from the search function and selection, the data records are 
displayed in the relevant tab. This separate presentation of the results allows an analysis of 
the data from both functions without overwriting the results. 

In addition to the "Selection" and "Search" tabs, there are three functions available for the 
active tab. Individual records can be selected via the checkboxes and then deleted with the 
left button (small, open trash can). If all records are to be deleted from the property data display, 
the button with the closed trash can be used.  

 
The displayed attributes can be expanded or reduced as desired by clicking the small arrow in 
the column header and opening the "Columns" menu. The desired attributes can be activated 
and deactivated via checkboxes. 
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The order of the attributes can also be changed in the display by clicking the column header 
with the left mouse button and moving it to the right or left. 

In addition to the arrangement of the columns, a sorting (ascending and descending) for the 
column content can also be made. 

 

 

Limited display of the records 

The data display is limited to 300 records. If this number is exceeded, an info symbol with a 
tooltip appears in the search window. 
 
 
 

3.8 Toolbar 

The tools are divided into three categories: "Query & Evaluate", "Print, Load & Save", and 
"Draw". The tool category can be selected by selecting the appropriate tab. 

A tool is activated by clicking with the left mouse button and then deactivated by clicking again. 
When a tool icon is crossed with the mouse, an explanation is displayed as a tooltip. 

 

 

3.8.1 Interrogate and evaluate 

 

Figure 13: toolbar „Query & Analye“ 

 

The symbols correspond to the following functions: 

 

Move map: 

When the left mouse button is pressed, the map section is moved according to the 
mouse movement. 

 

 

Home screen: 

By clicking with the left mouse button, you will zoom to the start screen (Frankfurt). 

 

View larger map: 

By clicking on the map with the left mouse button the map will zoom in by one zoom 
level. If the left mouse button is held, a rectangle can be drawn and will display the 
according zoom level. 
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Reduce Map: 

Clicking on the map with the left mouse button zooms out one zoom level. 

 

Previous map: 

Restoration of the previous map section. 

 

Next Map: 

Restore the following map section (only if "Previous View" was used once). 

 

  

 

Show Tooltip: 

When the tool is activated, the most important information (technical data) can be 
queried for objects without selecting it. When the mouse is over a geometry, attribute 
values for these geometries are queried and then displayed in a small pop-up window. 
Other functions (move, query object information, multiple selection) can be used in 
parallel. 

 

 

Query object information: 

This function allows a property data query of all objects, which are located at a position 
in the map. With a simple click with the left mouse button in the map, all objects are 
selected which are located at this position and then output the characteristic data. 

For each object, the corresponding information can be opened by clicking the "+" 
symbol. 

 

 

Select with rectangle: 

This tool allows a selection of different objects (lines, points and surfaces) over a 
rectangle. All objects that are in the drawn rectangle are marked in the map. The 
material data display opens automatically and displays the technical data - ordered by 
the layer name. 

 

 

Display / search coordinate: 

This tool supports the following two functions: 

 Display the coordinates of a position in the map window by clicking the mouse in 
the map window in different projections. 
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Figure 14: coordinate to a position in the map window 

 
 Jump to a position in the map window by entering the coordinates in the desired 

projection. After the position of the entered coordinate is displayed in the map 
window, only the scale bar and the compass are available for navigation. 

 The search for a coordinate in the projections Gauss-Krüger 3, UTM 32 and WGS84 
also provides the coordinates in the other projections. 
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Measure surface: 

Clicking the left mouse button on the map will start the drawing of a line. With each 
additional click, a straight line connection (red line) to the last clicked position will be 
added. If the last position is connected to the first, it will create a surface. The line is 
terminated with a double-click. 

The size of the area appears in a window from which the value can be marked and 
copied with the mouse. 

 

 

Figure 15: measure surface 
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Measure line: 

Clicking the left mouse button on the map will start the drawing of a line. With each 
additional click, a straight line connection (red line) to the last click position will be 
added. The line is terminated with a double-click. 

The length of the route appears in a window from which the value can be marked and 
copied with the mouse. 

 

 

Figure 16: measure line  
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Measure area and radius: 

By clicking the left mouse button on the map and pressing the matte button a circle can 
be drawn up. The radius of the circle is displayed as a red line. The measurement is 
terminated as soon as the left mouse button is released. 

The radius and the area of this circle appear in the circle and in a window. 

Click on the tool to remove the drawn circle and turn off the function.  

 

 

Figure 17: Measure area and radius 
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adress search: 
 
Next to the toolbar is an input field for a location search. It helps to jump to a known place 
without having to navigate in the map. 
 
This field can be used to enter a location or a house-specific address. 
 
 

 

Figure 18: address search 

 

Already during the input, search result candidates are displayed so that the input can be 
terminated as soon as the desired location appears. A candidate is selected from the list with 
selecting the candidate and clicking the left mouse button. The map section zooms to the 
selected location. 
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3.8.2 Print, load & save 

 

Figure 19: toolbar „Print, Load Save“ 

 

3.8.2.1 Print 

 

Create card print: 

The area marked in the map section is offered as a possible output in a print preview 
window. 

It can 

 - Reduce the support point with the left mouse button and move it outwards or 
reduce the scale 

Er kann  

 be reduce, - Hold the support point with the left mouse button and move it 
outwards or reduce the scale 

 be increased, - Hold the support with the left mouse button and move it 
ionwards or increase the scale 

 be rotated, - Move the mouse under the lower left corner until the hand icon 
appears and then rotate 

 and must be provided with card title and description 

before it is generated as a pdf file with a defined resolution (black ellipse) and stored 
in the download directory. 

 

The legend of the active layers is displayed on the second page. 
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Figure 20: create card print 

 

Create working expression: 

The area marked in the map section is generated as a pdf file and saved in the 
download directory.  

3.8.2.2 Load custom services 

 

Load and add Vectorlayer (kml, gml): 

With this tool you can add vector data in the formats "gml" and "kml" as separate 
layers. 

In the "gml" format, different input projections are supported. In the "kml" format, 
WGS84 is assumed as the input projection. Gauss-Krüger 3 is also supported. 

 

The loaded vector data are stored in the layer group "Added maps" under the 
selected layer name. 

KML / GML files of version 1.0 are supported. 

 

Load and add map services: 

The custom services are WMS services from external sources. 

In the input mask, the URL for the service must be specified and confirmed by clicking 
on "Query map service / WMS". The example of the German weather service is a 
suitable test (http://maps.dwd.de/geoserver/wms). 

Afterwards, all layers (themes / layers) offered by this service are displayed and can 
be individually selected and accepted ("Add to map" button). For a small number of 
layers, the button "Add all layers" can be used, otherwise it is grayed out. Once the 
maximum number of layers has been added, all buttons "Add to map" will be grayed 
out. 

The structure of the planes is not static, but can be changed by the service provider 
at any time. No feature information can be queried for uploaded layers. 
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The card services are placed in the layer group "Added cards" under their layer 
names. 

 

 

Figure 21: presentation of an external service 

 

3.8.3 Draw 

 

Figure 22: toolbar “Draw” 

 

Drawing objects are points, lines, and surfaces. The selection of the drawing object tool is 
carried out with the left mouse button. Some tools perform a one-time action. Other tools 
remain selected until they are deselected. Deselection is performed by selecting another 
drawing object tool. Drawing object tools can also be deselected by clicking on them again. 

 
There are follwing drawing objects: 

 

Select object: 

By clicking on the object, it is selected and highlighted in a color. In addition to the 
toolbar, a "Feature label" window appears in which a text can be entered that is 
assigned to the selected object. 

 

Draw point: 

Draws a point at the mouse position by clicking the left mouse button. 
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Draw line: 

Draws a line from the first mouse position (set with left mouse button) to each 
additional mouse position, which is done clicking the left mouse button. The 
drawing can be stopped by double-clicking the left mouse button. 

 

Draw area: 

Draws a polygon from the first mouse position (set with left mouse button) to each 
additional mouse position, which is confirmed by the left mouse button. The 
polygon is completed by a line connection of the last confirmed mouse position to 
the first. The currently displayed polygon is confirmed by double-clicking the left 
mouse button. 

 

Draw circle: 

Draws a circle from the first mouse position as the center point (set with the left 
mouse button) until the left mouse button is released. 

 

Draw rectangle: 

Draws a rectangle from the first mouse position as the center point (set with the 
left mouse button) until the left mouse position is released. 

 

Insert description: 

A dialog for entering a text that is placed at the selected position opens at the 
mouse position. 

 

Delete object: 

A previously selected object is deleted by clicking on this tool symbol. 

 

Duplicate object: 

A previously selected object is duplicated by clicking this tool symbol. 

 

Delete drawing layer: 

All previously drawn objects are deleted by clicking on this tool symbol. 

 

Change drawing style: 

With this tool the drawing styles for the drawing objects and texts can be changed. 

 

Create comment field: 

A dialog opens to enter a Post-It text that is placed at the selected position. 
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Save drawing: 

Saves the drawing (with all drawing objects) in the GeoJSON format in the 
download directory. The file name is "drawing-features.geojson". 

If the file name already exists, it is incremented accordingly. 

 

 

Load drawing: 

A dialog box can be used to select a file in the GeoJSON format, which was 
previously created using the "Save drawing" function. 
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3.9 Statusbar 

The status bar below the map window displays information about the scale, the map 
projection (EPSG: 31467 = Gauß-Krüger 3), the coordinates and the version of the 
application. 

 

 

3.9.1 Scale selection 

The scale can either be selected via the selection menu or entered freely, if the check mark 
is set for the free scale input. 

 

 

Figure 23: scale selction 

 

 

 

Figure 24: arbitrary scale 

  

3.9.2 Coordinates 

The coordinates of the current mouse position are permanently displayed in the status bar.  
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4 Error handling 

4.1 Service not available 

If an internal / external service is not available after layer activation (server failure or server 
overload), the request to this service is interrupted for a certain time and the activation of the 
layer is automatically canceled. An error message of the affected activated layers appears on 
the top right map window. The user can reactivate the layer after a while. If he receives the 
error again, he can assume that this is not a short-term overload, but a failure of the service 
on the part of the offerer. 
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5 Glossar 

This section discusses important definitions, terms, and abbreviations for understanding this 
document. 

 

Begriff Definition / Erläuterung 

Aktive Layer The layers (checkbox) currently selected in the layertree are 
called active layers. 

Geodata Data with an explicit spatial reference, which is ensured by a 
(geo) referencing in a well-defined reference system 
(coordinate system). 

GeoJSON GeoJSON is an open standard format for encoding 
collections of geographic objects with their attributes using 
JavaScript Object Notation. 

Geoviewer The total solution is called Geoviewer. 

GML Geography Markup Language is a distinction language for 
the exchange of space-related objects ("features"). 
GML allows the transmission of objects with attributes, 
relations and geometries in the field of geodata. 
GML is defined by the OGC as an international standard. 

KML Keyhole Markup Language is an award language for 
describing geodata. It became known by the application in 
the program Google Earth. KML complies with XML syntax, 
is available in version 2.2 and is a standard of the Open 
Geospatial Consortium. 

Layer Generally, one layer is a data layer, e.g. A collection of 
objects (geodata objects) of the same class or a raster 
image. 

Within this project, a data layer of a WMS or WFS service or 
local data, for example in a kml / gml file, is always 
understood as a layer. A layer can be selected in the layer 
tree. 

Layertree The layertree is a tree structure which defines a hierarchy of 
the layers and allows summaries of individual layers to a 
group. 

The layertree is displayed by default in a separate panel, but 
can be hidden and displayed. 

There are some layer functions available for the layertree (for 
example, activating a layer, search function on a layer, 
changing the drawing order of the layers). 

OGC Open Geospatial Consortium 

Visible Layer The active layers, which can be displayed because of the 
currently selected scale, are called visible layers. The 
current scale is therefore in the scale range of the layer's 
visibility. 

Visibility The minimum and maximum scale values determine the 
scale range of the visibility of a layer. 
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Transparency Transparency is the measure of how much lower-level 
content should be covered by the current layer. 

WFS Web Feature Service 

WMS Web Map Service 

 


